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The “Mini Me” trend is all the rage, so true to form N21 Kids boys and girls are
making a style statement very much on par with mom’s and dad’s.
The collaboration between Alessandro Dell’Acqua’s brand and the Brave Kid
company moves forward now with a new collection for Spring/Summer 2020
where the most authentic N21 aesthetic translates into a perfect union between
totally practical comfort and classy chic elegance.
First and foremost, an enticing selection of fresh new prints and jacquard
patterns taking inspiration from the N21 Transitional and Resort collections sets
the stage for sensational kids clothing.
A romantic bouquet of micro florals on a black or fuchsia base blossoms sweetly
on fleece T-dresses, easy tees, little jacquard sweaters and lightweight satin
puffers.
Rather, the toile de jouy print takes on a tropical mood by substituting classic
lady and country scenes with palm-trees and pineapples, cocktails and surfers,
all for the newest windbreakers, little dresses and shirts.
The smart exotic flair continues with striking photographic images of
unforgettable sunsets over the ocean on street style T-shirts, sweaters, little
skirts and jumpsuits.
Similarly, macramè lace teams up with striped knitwear and takes on tropical
hues with palm-tree and pineapple designs, while denim fabric presents a
melange effect in a sky blue, orange and pink palette.
Tartan plaid poplin introduces a grungy urban mood offset by bright PVC
accents. The same resurfaces in bomber jacket sleeves, in relief logos with
water plays, and in accessories that include baseball caps and girly-girl bags.
The N21 logo appears on tie-dye backdrops, in the form of surfer theme
graphics, as well as in a glossy tone-on-tone version.
Completing the look of the new N21 generation is a range of shoes, from the
now-iconic Billy sneakers, to optical slides with white logo, all the way to
irresistible jelly sandals.
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